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Abstract
Freshwater ecosystems are severely threatened by a variety of anthropogenic stressors. In order to
keep track with at least part of the changes, it is important to efficiently assess and monitor
freshwater biological diversity. Biological assessment programs are developed to detect humaninduced changes in the ecological state of aquatic systems. These programs typically rely on the
assumption that environmental conditions are the sole drivers of biological communities
occupying a site and, thus, these local communities would correctly inform about environmental
conditions. Recently, this background principle of current bioassessment methods has faced some
criticism, stemming from the idea that community structuring is a more complex process than just
a mere result of local environmental conditions.
In this thesis, I studied the natural and anthropogenic drivers of freshwater biodiversity. I was
particularly interested if the various biodiversity metrics studied showed any spatial patterns and
if so, for which reasons these patterns might occur. To obtain a comprehensive picture of spatial
patterns in biodiversity, I studied multiple spatial contexts, biological groups and indices. I found
that environmental conditions were not the only drivers of freshwater biodiversity. Instead,
different spatial patterns, likely stemming from dispersal processes, were surprisingly powerful
drivers of aquatic communities and index values derived from them. The spatial context (i.e.
spatial extent and connectivity) of the aquatic study systems likely played a major role in
structuring biodiversity. I also found that the distinct biological groups and indices studied were
partly related to different predictor variables.
The findings of this thesis are of importance to the development of new bioassessment
methods. The results of this thesis also suggest that the spatial context of the study setting should
be acknowledged when interpreting results based on current bioassessment methods.

Keywords: aquatic ecosystems, bacteria, biodiversity, biological monitoring,
community structure, diatoms, dispersal, ecological indicators, macroinvertebrates,
macrophytes, mass effects, metacommunities, spatial patterns

Vilmi, Annika, Uusia näkökulmia sisävesien luonnon monimuotoisuuden
arviointiin. Spatiaalisen kontekstin merkitys
Oulun yliopiston tutkijakoulu; Oulun yliopisto, Luonnontieteellinen tiedekunta; Suomen
ympäristökeskus
Acta Univ. Oul. A 696, 2017
Oulun yliopisto, PL 8000, 90014 Oulun yliopisto

Tiivistelmä
Makeanveden ekosysteemit ovat hyvin alttiita ihmistoiminnalle. Ekosysteemissä mahdollisesti
tapahtuvien muutosten havaitseminen vaatii tehokkaita vesistöjen ekologisen tilan ja luonnon
monimuotoisuuden arviointi- ja seurantamenetelmiä. Näiden menetelmien toimintaperiaatteen
yleisenä tausta-ajatuksena on, että biologiset yhteisöt määräytyvät paikallisten ympäristöolojen
mukaan. Tietyn paikan yhteisön oletetaan siis heijastavan kyseisen paikan ympäristön tilaa. Viime aikoina tausta-ajatus paikallisten ympäristöolojen merkityksestä ainoana eliöyhteisöjä muovaavana tekijänä on kuitenkin kohdannut kritiikkiä. Kriitikot painottavat, että biologisten yhteisöjen rakenteeseen vaikuttavat monet muutkin asiat kuin paikalliset ympäristöolosuhteet ja niissä tapahtuvat ihmisperäiset muutokset.
Väitöskirjassani tutkin sisävesien luonnon monimuotoisuuteen vaikuttavia tekijöitä. Olin erityisen kiinnostunut siitä, näkyykö tutkituissa biologisissa parametreissa maantieteellisessä tilassa
ilmeneviä spatiaalisia säännönmukaisuuksia. Saadakseni mahdollisimman laaja-alaisen käsityksen luonnon monimuotoisuudessa esiintyvistä spatiaalisista säännönmukaisuuksista, tutkin useaa spatiaalista kontekstia, eliöryhmää ja indeksiä. Tutkimuksessa selvisi, että paikalliset ympäristöolosuhteet eivät ole ainoita luonnon monimuotoisuuteen vaikuttavia tekijöitä. Erilaiset spatiaaliset säännönmukaisuudet, todennäköisesti eliöiden levittäytymiseen liittyvien seikkojen aiheuttamina, olivat yllättävän yleisiä makeiden vesien eliöyhteisöjen rakenteessa ja niihin perustuvien indeksien arvoissa. Tutkimussysteemien spatiaalinen konteksti (alueen laajuus ja paikkojen
väliset spatiaaliset suhteet) selvästi vaikutti luonnon monimuotoisuutta kuvastavien indeksien
arvojen vaihteluun. Lisäksi selvisi, että eri eliöryhmät ja indeksit olivat useimmiten liitoksissa
hyvin erilaisiin selittäviin muuttujiin, osoittaen, että nämä mittarit kuvastavat eri asioita.
Väitöskirjassa esitetyt havainnot on tärkeää huomioida vesistöjen ekologisen tilan ja luonnon monimuotoisuuden arviointi- ja seurantamenetelmiä kehitettäessä. Spatiaalisen kontekstin
merkitys olisi hyvä huomioida myös nykyisten arviointi- ja seurantamenetelmien tuottamien
tulosten tulkinnassa.

Asiasanat: bakteerit, biologinen seuranta, dispersaali, ekologiset indikaattorit, luonnon
monimuotoisuus, metayhteisöt, piilevät, pohjaeläimet, spatiaaliset säännönmukaisuudet, vesiekosysteemit, vesikasvit, yhteisörakenne
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1

Introduction

Humans have altered global environment to a degree where a new geological epoch,
the Anthropocene, has been proposed to have taken place (Lewis & Maslin 2015;
Waters et al. 2016). Both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems are constantly modified
by changes in land use, species introductions and pollution (Vitousek 1994; Chapin
et al. 2000; Sala et al. 2000). These anthropogenic changes have affected biosphere
and its diversity in a variety of ways (Chapin et al. 2000; Butchart et al. 2010;
Vörösmarty et al. 2010; Maxwell et al. 2016). One of the most sensitive ecosystems
are the fresh waters (Vörösmarty et al. 2010), which offer habitats for severely
threatened aquatic communities (Dudgeon et al. 2006; Heino et al. 2009a; Friberg
2014; Vilmi et al. 2017).
Due to the strong human impacts on freshwater ecosystems, it is important to
efficiently monitor, protect and restore them (Angeler et al. 2014; Peipoch et al.
2015). All of this requires development and testing of different bioassessment
approaches and methods (Vörösmarty et al. 2010; Heino 2015). In current
bioassessment methods, the main background assumption is that the biological
community occupying a site is a result of local environmental conditions. This main
idea relates back to the habitat templet concept introduced by Southwood (1977).
Thus, the community is assumed to inform about the environmental conditions and
ecological state of that particular locality (Fig. 1, Friberg et al. 2011; Siqueira et al.
2014). In freshwater systems, biological groups commonly utilized in
bioassessment are, among others, macrophytes, invertebrates, fish and diatoms
(Johnson et al. 2006; Hering et al. 2006; Birk et al. 2012).

Fig. 1. The background idea of bioassessment: environmental conditions affect biota,
which, in turn, reflect the ecological state of the locality.
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Biomonitoring of freshwater ecosystems is typically conducted using various
community-based indicators which provide simple estimates of the state of the
environment (Friberg 2010; Rapport & Hildén 2013; Heino 2013, 2015). To obtain
a comprehensive picture of ecological state, bioassessment approaches typically
utilize several indices provided by several biological groups (Birk et al. 2012;
Brucet et al. 2013). This is because distinct biological groups may respond to
environmental changes very differently (Tolonen et al. 2005; Hering et al. 2006;
Johnson et al. 2006; Marzin et al. 2012; Padial et al. 2012). Consequently, the
indicator values based on different groups may imply different ecological
conditions, although this can be the case with taxon-specific responses as well (e.g.
Vilmi et al. 2017). For observing straight-forward trends in ecological state and
possible subsequent decision-making, the use of multiple indicator groups and
indices pose a challenge: which index-based signals of ecosystem state are more
reliable than others (e.g. Johnson et al. 2006)? Also, the taxonomic resolution of
biological communities deserves special attention. Usually bioassessment is based
on comparatively more expensive species-level data (Birk et al. 2012), although
coarser taxonomic level data could be enough (e.g. Bailey et al. 2001).
1.1

Freshwater bioassessment and metacommunity ecology

During recent years, an increasing awareness of problems related to the key
background assumptions of bioassessment has appeared. The main subject for
criticism is the fact that the methods currently used in bioassessment mainly ignore
natural processes that drive variation in biological communities (Heino 2013;
Siqueira et al. 2014). Such processes may include stochasticity (e.g. Vellend et al.
2014), biotic interactions and dispersal-related effects (Mouquet & Loreau 2003;
Heino 2013; Siqueira et al. 2014). Consequently, identifying the reasons for
environmental degradation can be difficult if the ecological basis for bioassessment
is distorted (Friberg et al. 2011; Hering et al. 2015).
The metacommunity theory (Leibold et al. 2004; Logue et al. 2011) offers a
suitable context to further explore ideas of bioassessment and the associated,
assumed drivers of biological communities. A metacommunity is a set of local
communities that can be linked to each other via dispersal. On one end of the
theoretical continuum, it is proposed that species are identical in their
characteristics, and environmental conditions do not affect community structures.
The other, more plausible part of the continuum deals with the assumption that
environmental conditions do affect structures of biological communities. In this
18

more likely picture, the level of environmental control is dependent on the level of
dispersal. If dispersal of organisms is efficient enough, the organisms can reach
suitable habitat conditions. However, if dispersal is very high, it can cause so-called
mass effects, where organisms disperse to habitats that do not necessarily have the
optimal or ‘required’ conditions (Mouquet & Loreau 2003; Leibold et al. 2004;
Logue et al. 2011, Winegardner et al. 2012). When contrasting these two situations
to current bioassessment methods, it is obvious that the community which is a result
of efficient dispersal indicates more accurately about the environment compared to
a community which is a result of very high dispersal rates. The inadequate
acknowledgement of the fundamental separation between these two situations is a
major source of criticism related to current bioassessment methods, which mainly
rely on the idea of efficient dispersal (Heino 2013; Friberg 2014; Siqueira et al.
2014).
1.2

Spatial patterns and spatial contexts

Acknowledging the importance of both environmental conditions and spatial
processes in structuring biological communities can be partly achieved by using a
proper set of explanatory variables. Thus, in addition to local environmental
characteristics, also spatial variables that aim to represent dispersal effects should
be included in community analyses. As dispersal processes are practically
impossible to be reliably measured in nature, such proxy variables for dispersal can
be computed based on spatial location of study sites (e.g. Heino et al. 2015a). It is
however crucial to understand that these spatial explanatory variables can model
all kinds of spatial patterns occurring in the response data. In addition to dispersal,
they can represent, for instance, unmeasured environmental variables or historical
factors – practically everything that shows spatial autocorrelation patterns (Dray et
al. 2012). Consequently, when using proxy variables for dispersal, it is also very
important to have an appropriate set of other explanatory variables, such as
environmental variables.
Biodiversity in itself is a scalar phenomenon (e.g. Ward et al. 1999). Also, the
spatial scale of the study affects the detection or significance of spatial patterns in
the response data (Heino et al. 2015a). For instance, if bioassessment is conducted
over a wide spatial extent, dispersal limitation (e.g. due to distinct species pools)
can partly cover community-based signals that indicate anthropogenic impacts
(Heino 2013; Virtanen & Soininen 2012). On the contrary, bioassessment that is
conducted over a small spatial extent where sites are very close to each other may
19

also give misleading information if high dispersal rates mix with the effects of local
environmental conditions (Hitt & Angermeier 2011; Siqueira et al. 2014).
In addition to scale-dependency, connectivity is an issue that can greatly affect
aquatic communities and patterns detected from them (Ward et al. 1999). Physical
connectivity of waterbodies (Vyverman et al. 2007; Lopes et al. 2014) and
directional processes (e.g. Moritz et al. 2013) are examples of different aspects of
connectivity which are closely associated with dispersal processes. Also, the
position of a waterbody in a landscape can induce spatially-structured patterns in
biological communities (Riera et al. 2000).
Because spatial contexts set the arena for all patterns and processes, it is highly
important to consider them when interpreting index values: both high and limited
dispersal can cause spatial patterns in those values (e.g. Ng et al. 2009). To
conclude, the effects of spatial extent, characteristics of spatial variables and
connectivity between sites on biological communities should thus all be considered
when interpreting ecological findings (Ward et al. 1999; Heino et al. 2015a).
1.3

Aims of the thesis

This thesis aims to reveal the relative effects of environmental and spatial variables
on freshwater biodiversity patterns. Here, ‘biodiversity’ is understood in a broad
sense, and it refers to community structures and various indices based on biological
communities. Biodiversity patterns are assessed at two spatial extents: at a larger,
across-waterbodies extent and at a smaller, within-lake extent. Special attention is
focused on spatial contexts (i.e. connectivity of hydrological systems and, relative
to the areal extent, spatial patterns at multiple spatial scales).
The patterns at the large, across-waterbodies spatial extent are studied using
microscopic diatoms as model organisms. A specific goal with this data set is to
distinguish the macro-scale determinants of ecological uniqueness and species
richness in freshwater micro-organismal communities. This information can have
considerable applications for conservation purposes.
Biodiversity patterns at the smaller, within-lake spatial extent are studied using
multiple biological groups (i.e. bacteria, diatoms, benthic invertebrates and
macrophytes). To date, there is not much information on how communities are
structured at a relatively small spatial extent where connectivity between sites is
high. This thesis thus aims to compare different taxon-specific indices (i.e. diatom
indices), indices based on various organismal groups, and community structures at
various taxonomic resolutions in relation to the effects of environment and space
20

in such a study setting. The main goal is to provide ecological information that is
relevant especially for the development of new bioassessment methods for
freshwater ecosystems.
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2

Materials and methods

In this thesis, I used two data sets consisting of biological data collected from
Finnish freshwater ecosystems. The study region of the first data set analyzed in
paper I covers approximately half of the land area of Finland (Fig. 2a), whereas the
second data set analyzed in papers II–V is collected around a perimeter of a large
lake system (Fig. 2b). Using two data sets covering different spatial extents enabled
me to study freshwater biodiversity in different spatial contexts. For instance, at the
large spatial extent (paper I), stream sites are likely to be more connected to other
stream sites than lake sites to other lake sites. At the smaller spatial extent (papers
II–V), the sites are all highly connected to each other, enabling spatial patterns to
occur at multiple spatial scales within the small spatial extent. Also, there should
be no dispersal limitation of aquatic organisms in this comparatively small spatial
extent considering the high level of connectivity in the study system (Heino et al.
2015a). As there is a wide set of biological groups, data and methods used in this
thesis, I suggest that the reader follows Table 1 when reading the next chapters.
Table 1 simplifies the main approach of each paper.
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Fig. 2. The two study areas of this thesis. The 782 sites scattered across the southern
half of Finland (A; paper I) and the 81 sites located around Lake Kitkajärvi (B; papers II–
V). The ecoregions illustrated in the map give a general idea of the nature in these study
areas.
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Table 1. An overview on the individual research papers I–V. Only information relevant
to this thesis is presented.
The object of

I

II

III

IV

IV

interest
Main study

How do macro-

What are the

How do

What are the

questions

scale

roles of

abiotic, biotic

main drivers of related to

environmental

environmental

and spatial

biological

and spatial

and spatial

variables affect groups? Is

Do different

variables affect

variables in

diversity of

biological

SR and LCBD?

structuring

diatom guilds? and cross-

How are SR and

index values?

LCBD related?
Sites

492 stream and

there within-

How is TD
nutrient levels?

groups show

taxon

similar

congruency?

responses?

81 lake sites

81 lake sites

36 lake sites

70 lake sites

Diatoms

Diatoms,

Bacteria,

Diatoms,

invertebrates

diatoms,

invertebrates,

290 lake sites
Biological groups

Response

Diatoms

SR, LCBD

Taxon-specific

SR, H, J

macrophytes

Community

TD, SR

structure

indices, SR, H,

variables

invertebrates

J
Explanatory

Environmental,

Chemical,

Chemical,

Chemical,

Nutrient

variables

historical, spatial

physical and

physical and

physical and

concentrations,

and temporal

spatial variables spatial

spatial

spatial variables

variables,

variables

variables

grazing
pressure
Main statistical
methods

Linear models

VP

VP

VP, Mantel

Regression

tests

analyses,
randomization
tests
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2.1

Field surveys, laboratory methods and data compilation

2.1.1 Across-Finland data set
The across-Finland data set was used in paper I. The biological data were gathered
from Finnish Environment Institute’s diatom database which consists of monitoring
and research data. The study data concentrated on the southern half of Finland
because the sampling sites in that region are relatively evenly scattered compared
to the northern parts where sampling locations are rather sparse. The sites in this
data set have been sampled for benthic epilithic diatoms (see Heino et al. (2010)
for a general description of sampling methods). In the laboratory, samples have
been prepared using uniform methods (Eloranta et al. 2007) which are based on
standard SFS-EN 13946. Diatoms have been identified to the lowest possible
taxonomic level.
It is important to acknowledge that these types of national data sets are years
of effort of several people. To achieve a uniform as possible quality of the study
data, the obtained diatom data was carefully harmonized. First, only samples that
were taken from 2008 onwards were selected. This is because 2008 was the first
year the persons identifying the monitoring samples had certificates proving high
quality and level of harmonization in their identification skills. Second, to diminish
potentially strong effects of seasonality, only samples taken in August, September
and October were selected (early-August and late-October samples were avoided
as much as possible). Third, only those samples that had at least 400 diatom valves
identified were chosen. Fourth, to diminish over-excessive role of spatial
autocorrelation, a number of sites were excluded so that there was at least a 1kilometer distance between adjacent sites. Fifth, all the former synonyms of the
identified species were checked and the scientific nomenclature was harmonized to
match the current ones. In the end, the harmonized data set included 492 stream
and 290 lake sites (Fig. 2a). There were 790 taxa included in the entire data set,
with 696 taxa in streams and 551 taxa in lakes.
Explanatory variables consisted of macro-scale environmental characteristics,
historical effects, and spatial and temporal variables. Variables describing macroscale environment included ecoregions, bedrock regions, soil regions, and a land
use gradient of urban–rural-categories. To acknowledge possible historical effects
of post-glacial meltwater formations, the study locations were divided to supra26

aquatic (i.e. areas above the highest historical water surface level) and subaquatic
sites (i.e. areas below the highest historical water surface level). All the abovementioned variables were derived using ArcMap 10. The sources for these data
were the Finnish Environment Institute and the Geological Survey of Finland. As
spatial data, we used north and south coordinates, catchment area (for two
catchment areas, a mean value was used due to missing information), and proxy
variables to describe isolation and centrality of the study sites. Variables illustrating
isolation were calculated based on the mean distance from each study site to five,
10, and 50 closest neighboring sites. As a measure of centrality, we calculated the
mean distance of each site to all other sites. Although our aim was not to study
temporal aspects per se, we wanted to acknowledge possible effects of time by
including the sampling year and month as explanatory variables.
2.1.2 Lake Kitkajärvi data set
The Lake Kitkajärvi data set was used in papers II–V. Lake Kitkajärvi is a large,
originally oligotrophic lake system located in north-eastern Finland (Fig. 2b). Due
to input of purified municipal waste waters and land use, some signs of nutrient
enrichment have appeared in the lake system (e.g. Vilmi et al. 2015). In early
autumn of 2013, an extensive field survey was performed around the perimeter of
the lake system. The sampling scheme started with macrophyte surveys at 70 sites
in August, followed by diatom, bacteria and macroinvertebrate sampling at the
same 70 sites and 11 new sites in September. Water was sampled from all 81 sites
within two weeks from the sampling dates of September. Special attention was paid
to perform a habitat-specific sampling in order to ensure comparability of data (e.g.
Schreiber & Brauns 2010). All sampled sites represented similar stony littoral
habitats. The sites were distributed as evenly as possible around the perimeter of
the lake system.
Biological surveys and sampling
At each of the 70 sites, macrophytes were analyzed with percentage (%) scale at
six plots (each 1 m × 1 m) situated randomly along depth gradients (three plots at
depths of 0.5–1 m and three plots at depths of 1–2 m). An aquascope, an underwater
camera and a rake were used in surveying. The field survey was done by wading
until the depth of one meter after which the field workers worked from a boat. The
surveys were done at the lowest possible taxonomic level.
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At each of the 81 sites, bacterial samples were taken from surfaces of 10
cobble-sized stones collected from water depths of approximately 40 cm. An area
of 6 cm × 6 cm was brushed from the surface of each stone with a piece of foam
plastic for 20 seconds. The 10 subsamples for a site were pooled in the field. To
avoid contamination, a new piece of foam plastic and a new pair of disposable
gloves were used at each site. The bacterial samples were placed into a cool box
immediately after sampling, and frozen within the same day until extraction of
DNA in the laboratory. The laboratory methods are presented in detail in Heino et
al. (2015b) and in paper IV. Unfortunately, enough bacterial DNA could be
extracted from only 36 sites, resulting in a smaller data set. Bacterial operational
taxonomic units (OTUs) were determined using ion torrent semiconductor
sequencing. Sequences were analysed using Quantitative Insights Into Microbial
Ecology (QIIME) pipeline version 1.8.0 (Caporaso et al. 2010), where the total
number of raw sequences was 404 030. Using QIIME, the sequences were assigned
to different groups (i.e. “taxa”) using the BLAST method (Altschul et al. 1990).
Because sequence numbers varied among samples, the OTU data table was rarefied
to the lowest sample size of 1089 sequences. The sequences that the BLAST
method was not able to assign to any listed taxa were removed from the final data
tables.
At each of the 81 sites, diatom samples were taken from surfaces of 10 cobblesized stones. The stones were collected from water depths of approximately 40 cm.
An area of 5 cm × 5 cm on the surface of each stone was brushed with a toothbrush
for 20 seconds. The 10 site-specific subsamples were pooled in the field. To avoid
possible contamination, a new toothbrush was used at each site. The samples were
stored in a dark cool box for transportation to the laboratory. In the laboratory, the
diatom samples were cleaned using a strong acid solution (HNO3+H2SO4; 2:1) and
prepared using Naphrax mountant. Approximately 500 valves per sample were
identified to the lowest possible taxonomic level using a differential interference
contrast microscope at 1000 × magnification.
At the same 81 sites, macroinvertebrates were sampled using a kick-net with a
mesh size of 0.5 mm. The sampling started with a kicking of 30 seconds covering
a distance of one meter. Then, the kicking was repeated at an undisturbed area along
the shoreline. At each site, the kicking was repeated six times, constituting a total
sample area and time of six meters and three minutes, respectively. After the sixth
kicking, the content of the net was emptied to a bucket with water. The net was
checked to find possible attached individuals which were then replaced in the
pooled sample in the bucket. The content of the bucket was poured onto a strainer
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cloth from which the sample was moved to a sample container. Samples were
immediately preserved in alcohol and later sorted in the laboratory. Animals were
identified to the lowest possible taxonomical level.
Environmental data
At close proximity to each of the 81 sites, water samples were taken from a boat in
an offshore location with a water depth of 2–3 meters. The sampling depth was
always approximately one meter in order to prevent sample contamination from
disturbed bottom sediment. The water samples were stored in a cool box and
transported to the laboratory during the same day. The samples were analysed in
the accredited laboratory of Finnish Forest Research Institute (Rovaniemi, Finland),
and a set of 35 physico-chemical variables was retrieved. Later in the text, the term
‘chemical variables’ refers to these physico-chemical features of water. The set of
chemical variables was used in papers II–V.
In addition to water properties, also information on site-specific physical
characteristics was obtained. During field work, the slope of each site was
measured. The slope was based on the difference in elevation between water depths
from 0.5 m to 2 m. Slope was used as an explanatory variable in papers II–IV. In
the field, the particle size distribution of the benthic habitat was visually assessed.
Mean particle size and particle size diversity were used in paper III. To
acknowledge sites’ exposures to wind and wave action, site-specific fetch was
calculated using the Wind Fetch Model developed by Rohweder et al. (2008). Fetch
was used in papers II, III and IV. Later in the text, the term ‘physical variables’
refers to these site-specific physical features.
Spatial data
It is important to consider potential spatial patterns in the response variables studied.
In papers II–V, a Moran’s Eigenvector Map -based approach of Principal
Coordinates of Neighbour Matrices (i.e. PCNM, Borcard & Legendre 2002;
Borcard et al. 2004) was used to compute spatial variables. The calculation of the
PCNM variables is described in detail by Borcard et al. (2011). The spatial
variables were computed using the function ‘pcnm’ of the R package PCNM
(version 2.1-2; Legendre et al. 2012) in the R base version 2.15.3 (R Core Team
2013). To put it simply, the script utilises information on site-specific x and y
coordinates, and the subsequent PCNM variables illustrate spatial relations among
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sites at multiple scales. The first spatial variables indicate large-scale spatial
relations among sites (Fig. 3a), and the last spatial variables indicate small-scale
spatial relations among sites (Fig. 3b). It is crucial to understand that although the
PCNM variables are meant to effectively model spatial structures among sites, they
can illustrate all kinds of spatial autocorrelation patterns in the data. The resulting
importance of the PCNM variables can thus be a consequence of, for instance,
dispersal, unmeasured environmental variables or historical factors (e.g. Dray et al.
2012). Of course, using a large explanatory data set that includes also variables
other than PCNM variables helps partly prevent the uncertainty related to
unmeasured environmental variables that are spatially structured. These issues
should nevertheless be acknowledged at latest when interpreting results of the
statistical analyses.
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Fig. 3. Spatial variables illustrating large-scale (A) and small-scale (B) spatial relations
among sites. The white circles indicate sites that have positive eigenvalues and the
black circles indicate sites that have negative eigenvalues. The bigger the circle, the
more positive or more negative the eigenvalues are. Both large-scale and small-scale
spatial variables show positive spatial autocorrelation.
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2.2

Metrics of biodiversity

There are a variety of community-based metrics used in this thesis. Table 2 provides
a simple picture of what response metrics were studied and for which purpose they
have been primarily developed. Each metric along with calculation methods and
references are presented in more detail later in this chapter.
Table 2. The biodiversity metrics used in this thesis along with their primary target.
Response metric

Provides information about

Reflects water quality,

biodiversity in general

eutrophication or other
anthropogenic stress

Community structure

×

LCBD

×

General diversity indices
SR

×

H

×

J

×

TD indices
AvTD

×

TaxDist

×

TaxDiv

×

TotTD

×

VarTD

×

Diatom indices
ADMI

×

IDG

×

IPS

×

SID

×

TDI

×

TID

×

2.2.1 Community structure
Community data in its simplest form is a taxa-by-site matrix showing which taxa
are present at which sites. Papers I–V all have this kind of data in the background.
When such a community matrix is used as multivariate response data along with
basic linear ordination methods, the community matrix is usually transformed with
the Hellinger method to better meet the requirements of the statistical methods
(Legendre and Gallagher 2001). Hellinger transformations were made for the
community matrices using R (R Core Team, 2013).
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Ecological guilds
Deconstructing biological communities based on different ecological strategies
among taxa can bring new insights into how ecosystems function (Marquet et al.
2004; Algarte et al. 2014; Tolonen et al. 2017a). In paper III, diatom and
macroinvertebrate communities were deconstructed in relation to ecological guilds
and dietary groups, respectively. This was done in order to see how diatom guilds
with different ecological characteristics respond to abiotic and biotic variables and
if they show distinct spatial patterns.
The diatom communities in paper III were deconstructed following Passy
(2007) and Rimet & Bouchez (2012). Thus, the community data was divided to
four parts: to the high-profile, low-profile, motile and planktic guilds. The four
guilds possess different growth strategies which are assumingly related to their
resource use (e.g. nutrients, light) and coping with disturbance (e.g. grazing,
physical abrasion). The different guilds may also show distinct dispersal patterns
(Passy 2007; Wetzel et al. 2012; Algarte et al. 2014).
Macroinvertebrate community data were deconstructed using information on
their food types (Tachet et al. 2010). The abundance of macroinvertebrates that
were classified as grazers was used as a biotic explanatory variable in the analyses
in paper III.
Taxonomic resolution
Sometimes it is useful to study taxonomic resolutions other than the lowest possible
one. Taxonomic surrogacy (i.e. within-taxon congruence) refers to the degree to
which higher taxonomic levels represent species-level patterns (Bertrand et al.
2006). For instance, it usually takes more time and money to allocate individuals
to species (or subspecies or variation) level. Assigning individuals to higher
taxonomic levels is certainly easier when assignments are based on morphology.
The data in paper IV covers three taxonomic levels of bacteria, diatom and
macroinvertebrate community data. The coarsest level was family level, the
intermediate level was genus level, and the finest level was the lowest possible
taxonomic level used in identification (i.e. usually species or OTU level).
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2.2.2 Univariate indices
Local contribution to beta diversity
Beta diversity refers to variation in biological communities between sites. Beta
diversity can be partitioned to local and species contributions (Legendre & De
Cáceres 2013). The index of local contribution to beta diversity (LCBD) indicates
the ecological uniqueness of a site. It simply tells which sites contribute very much
or very little to overall beta diversity within a region. For instance, when a certain
site has a large LCBD value, the site likely vacates a community that clearly differs
from communities of some other sites in the region studied. Large LCBD values
may flag sites that support a number of regionally rare taxa or, for instance, have
an exceptionally low number of taxa. Consequently, similar LCBD values do not
mean that sites are identical in their community compositions. The other
component of beta diversity is the species contribution (SCBD), which is also
described in detail in Legendre & De Cáceres (2013). The SCBD index informs
how much each species contributes to overall beta diversity of a region. Thus, the
SCBD index can flag taxa that show large differences in their abundances
throughout the area of interest (Heino & Grönroos 2017; paper I).
The diatom community data of the across-Finland data set was partitioned to
local or species contributions (paper I). Separately for streams and lakes, LCBD
and SCBD values were calculated using Hellinger-transformed abundance data
with the ‘beta.div’ function (Legendre & De Cáceres 2013) in R 3.3.1 (R Core Team
2016). In this thesis, I focus solely on the results related to LCBD (i.e. ecological
uniqueness).
General diversity indices
Diversity indices aim to condense information on diversity of communities to a
single number, thus providing a simple estimate of diversity. As species are
considered the main units of biodiversity (Gaston 2000), SR was used as a response
variable in papers I-III and V. Other very common diversity indices are the
Shannon’s diversity index H (Shannon 1948) and Pielou’s evenness index J (Pielou
1966), which were both used as response variables in papers II and III. All these
indices were calculated in R (R Core Team 2013).
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Taxonomic distinctness
Information on the taxonomic relatedness of taxa within a community can be used
for bioassessment purposes. Taxonomic distinctness (TD) indices aim to describe
anthropogenic stress, and they were originally developed for marine environments
(Warwick & Clarke 1995; Clarke & Warwick 1998, 2001). The principal idea in
the background of TD indices is the assumption that TD of a community decreases
as anthropogenic pollution or stress increases. This means that communities that
have a large number of closely related taxa are likely associated with deteriorated
conditions compared to communities with taxa that are from a variety of lineages
(Fig. 4). The TD approach has the advantage of easy comparison: different
locations, sampling times and sets of samples can be compared with each other
without problems related to differences in sampling efforts, which is a problem for
general diversity indices (e.g. Warwick & Clarke 1995). However, calculation of
TD values requires SR to be high enough.

Fig. 4. A simplified example of taxonomic relatedness and its association with
anthropogenic stress (modified from Clarke and Warwick 1998). The community on the
left has species that generally are not closely related to each other, while the community
on the right has species that are more closely related to each other.

There are five different indices in the TD index family, which all describe different
aspects of taxonomic relatedness in a community: taxonomic diversity (TaxDiv),
taxonomic distinctness (TaxDist), average taxonomic distinctness (AvTD), total
taxonomic distinctness (TotTD), and variation in taxonomic distinctness (VarTD).
All five TD indices were used as response variables in paper II (diatoms). Two of
the TD indices, AvTD and VarTD, were used as response variables in paper V
(diatoms, macroinvertebrates, macrophytes). The TD indices were calculated using
Primer (version 6.1.13; Clarke & Gorley 2006). We used species, genus, family,
order, class, subdivision and division levels for diatoms; species, genus, family,
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order, class and division levels for macrophytes; and species, genus, family,
suborder, order, class and phylum levels for macroinvertebrates. Due to low SR of
macrophytes in some of the study sites, AvTD values for this biological group could
be calculated for 62 sites and VarTD values for 56 sites only.
Diatom indices
Indices based on distinct biological groups are commonly utilised in bioassessment
to inform about ecological state. For instance, a number of taxon-specific diatom
indices are commonly used for freshwater biomonitoring (e.g. Hering et al. 2006).
In paper II, five common diatom indices were used as response variables. First, the
species-per-site data was entered to the OMNIDIA database (Lecointe et al. 1993;
further details in paper II). Second, the program calculated the following indices:
TDI (Kelly & Whitton 1995; Kelly 1998), IDG (Bourrelly 1981; Rumeau & Coste
1988; Coste & Ayphassorho 1991), IPS (Coste in Cemagref 1982), SID (Rott et al.
1997) and TID (Rott et al. 1999). To be precise, IDG and IPS aim to describe water
quality in general, while TDI and TID were developed to describe the trophic state
of waters. SID is used to indicate the saprobic state of waters. Although diatom
indices have usually been developed for assessing lotic systems, they have been
shown to be robust for describing lentic systems as well (e.g. Kahlert & Gottscalk
2014).
In addition to the community-based indices, there are indices that rely on
information provided by certain taxa only. One example, which was used in paper
II, is the index based on the morphology of Achnanthidium minutissimum (Kützing)
Czarnecki species complex. The taxa included in the species complex are presented
in “Süsswasserflora von Mitteleuropa Band 2/4” (Tafel 32–34; Krammer & LangeBertalot 2004). It has been proposed that cells of taxa belonging to this species
complex grow wider with increasing nutrient levels, thus indicating trophic state
(Jarlman & Kahlert 2009; Kahlert et al. 2009). During microscoping, widths from
30 valves of A. minutissimum s.l. were measured from each sample. A site-specific
mean value was calculated and used as a response variable in paper II.
2.3

Statistical methods

All preliminary and basic statistical procedures were done using the package stats
in R (R Core Team 2013, 2016). Basic statistical examinations included, for
instance, tests of normality, scatter plots, boxplots and Spearman correlation tests.
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Regarding papers II–IV, the original water chemistry data set was very large and
unnecessary explanatory variables were cut out. Exclusions were made based on
high pairwise correlations using a Spearman’s correlation coefficient cut-off level
of rs = 0.8.
2.3.1 Variation partitioning
In papers II–IV, the effects of local environmental conditions and spatial location
on community or guild structures and indices were modelled. The first step was to
select appropriate explanatory variables. As we had a relatively large set of
explanatory variables, we used the very conservative method of forward selection
developed by Blanchet et al. (2008). This method efficiently prevents the
occurrence of artificially inflated adjusted R2 values in models. The forward
selection was carried out using the function ‘ordiR2step’ in the R package vegan
(Oksanen et al. 2013).
After selection of explanatory variables, variation in response variables was
partitioned in relation to pure and shared effects of environment, biotic pressure
and space (Anderson & Gribble 1998). For multivariate community or guild data,
variation was partitioned using redundancy analysis (RDA, Rao 1964). For
univariate metrics, variation partitioning was based on linear regression. These
analyses were done using the function varpart in the R package vegan (Oksanen et
al. 2013), which presents the adjusted R2 values of the models. The reason why
adjusted R2 values are more robust than traditional R2 values is that the adjusted
values take into account the number of explanatory variables in the model (PeresNeto et al. 2006). We also ran variation partitioning analyses in paper I with similar
explanatory variable selection procedures to account for fine spatial structures in
our response data (detailed information in paper I).
2.3.2 Other statistical approaches
In paper I, multiple linear models were generated for SR and LCBD in order to
identify important explanatory variables and to select “best” models. The ‘dredge’
function in R package MuMIn (Bartoń 2016) was used for this procedure. The “best”
models were selected based on AICc values. The relationship between SR and
LCBD was as well studied using linear models. Also, the degree of spatial
autocorrelation in the response variables and residuals of the best models were
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analysed based on Moran’s I values using the function ‘correlog’ in the R package
pgirmess (Giraudoux 2016).
In paper IV, Mantel tests based on Hellinger distance were used to examine the
congruence between different taxonomic resolutions. Pairwise Mantel tests were
done using the function ‘mantel’ in the R package vegan (Oksanen et al. 2013). The
cross-taxon congruence between the three biological groups was similarly
examined using Mantel tests.
Least-squares regression analysis was used in paper V to model variation in
TD in relation to nutrients. The regression analyses were made in R (base version
2.15.3; R Core Team 2013). Both first and second degree terms of nutrients were
used to see if the relationships between the indices and the nutrient gradients were
linear or quadratic.
In paper V, randomization tests associated with the TD approach were made
using Primer (version 6.1.13; Clarke & Gorley 2006). The TD approach contains a
null hypothesis that TD of a site is not different from that expected by chance
(Clarke & Warwick 1998). The observed TD values were simply compared with
those from 1000 randomizations of the data. The randomizations selected randomly
the same number of species from the master species list as was observed at a site,
calculated expected TD values based on the randomizations, and finally compared
the observed TD with a distribution of 1000 randomized index values. If a site’s
TD value is within the 95% confidence limits in a funnel plot, it is not considered
as a human-impacted site (Clarke & Warwick 1998; 2001). However, if a TD value
falls outside the confidence limits in a funnel plot, a site is taxonomically either
less diverse or more diverse than expected by chance. Sites that have a less diverse
than expected TD are assumed to be human-impacted.
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3

Results and discussion

3.1

Macro-scale patterns in aquatic biodiversity

Macro-scale factors affecting SR and LCBD of diatoms differed clearly between
streams and lakes (paper I). LCBD and SR of stream communities were more
affected by macro-scale environmental characteristics, whereas LCBD and SR of
lake communities were more often driven by spatial variables (Fig. 5). A rather
similar separation between lotic and lentic communities has been observed by
Johnson et al. (2014), who showed that stream assemblages of multiple biological
groups responded more strongly to nutrient concentrations than lake assemblages.
It is likely that the distinct patterns observed in streams and lakes are at least partly
related to differences in hydrological connectivity (Heino et al. 2015a; Lopes et al.
2014).
The effect of macro-scale environmental characteristics on diatom diversity
has been observed in previous studies as well. For instance, land use and soil have
been shown to affect diatom community structure (e.g. Cuffney et al. 2011) and
diversity through resource availability (e.g. Passy 2010). Also, land use has been
linked to freshwater LCBD (Maloufi et al. 2016; Tonkin et al. 2016; Heino et al.
2017). The importance of regional environmental characteristics on biodiversity
metrics is expected because they directly affect local conditions in fresh waters
(Soininen & Luoto 2012; Akasaka et al. 2010).
Spatial patterns were prominent in SR and LCBD of lake communities. SR was
strongly related to the north and east coordinates of sites, thus showing large-scale
spatial patterns. Passy (2010) also found significant large-scale spatial patterns in
SR of diatoms, but in stream communities. Vyverman et al. (2007), on the other
hand, showed that the degree of isolation of lake districts partly explained diatom
genus richness. Interestingly, LCBD in lakes was largely linked to proxy variables
illustrating isolation of lake sites in paper I. LCBD tended to increase as the
distance to the closest neighboring sites increased. Consequently, sites that had their
neighboring study sites further away were ecologically more unique. Thus, the
level of isolation, which can be partly linked to organism’s dispersal potential or
dispersal limitation, seems to be an important structuring agent for LCBD in lakes
(see also Lewis & Magnuson 2000; Heino et al. 2015a). These findings are partly
supported by a recent study which showed that the level of connectedness within a
hydrographical network affected LCBD in phytoplankton communities (Maloufi et
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al. 2016). Catchment area also played a key role in structuring LCBD in lakes in
paper I, with larger catchment areas being associated with lower LCBD. Perhaps
larger areas of the same ecosystem type enable species exchange and immigration
more efficiently, thus possibly resulting in a lower LCBD due to a homogenizing
effect of dispersal on community structure. This reasoning can be valid if dispersal
is not strongly limited within a catchment (Heino et al. 2015a).

Fig. 5. Several alternative models were computed to explain SR and LCBD in streams
and lakes. The models included a variety of explanatory factors, with many of them
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present in all response variable -specific models (i.e. the bars reaching the 100% mark).
The variables present in the “best” response-specific models are indicated by darker
grey bars. The explanatory powers of the best models as indicated by adjusted R2
values are shown next to the variables.

Another important finding was that LCBD and SR were not highly correlated with
each other. In streams, there was only a very weak, somewhat negative relationship
between them, but no relationship was detectable in lakes (Fig. 6). Slightly negative
relationships between ecological uniqueness and species richness have also been
reported in previous studies on other organismal groups (Legendre & De Cáceres
2013; da Silva & Hernández 2014; Mimouni et al. 2015; Maloufi et al. 2016; Heino
et al. 2017; Heino & Grönroos 2017). Consequently, conserving only species-rich
sites does not necessarily maintain ecological uniqueness. On the contrary, LCBD
and SR seem to inform about different aspects of diversity and they should thus be
utilized and interpreted very differently.

Fig. 6. Only weak, if any, relationships were observed between LCBD and SR in streams
and lakes.

3.2

Drivers of aquatic communities within a lake system

At a relatively small spatial extent with high connectivity, bacterial, diatom and
invertebrate communities showed patterns partly linked to local environmental
conditions (i.e. water chemistry and physical features) and patterns illustrating
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spatial relations among sites (Fig. 7, paper IV). There were, however, relatively
clear differences between the taxonomic levels and the biological groups studied.
Compared to the other two biological groups, bacterial community structure
on all three studied taxonomic levels was best associated with local water chemistry.
Previous studies have also lent support for the impact of environmental conditions
on bacterial communities (Horner-Devine et al. 2004; Beisner et al. 2006; Van der
Gucht et al. 2007; Besemer et al. 2009; Newton et al. 2011; Adams et al. 2014).
For diatom community structure at the lowest possible and genus levels, the shared
effect of chemical and spatial variables was by far the most important determinant.
The shared fraction illustrates spatially structured environmental conditions and,
thus, the effects of environment and space cannot be separated. These shared effects
of environment and space are common in highly-connected aquatic systems (e.g.
Moritz et al. 2013). At the family level, diatom community structures were strongly
explained by pure spatial variables. The effects of spatial processes at spatial scales
other than considered here have been previously noted (Potapova & Charles 2002;
Telford et al. 2006; Soininen 2007). However, these findings are not in line with a
number of recent studies that have reported that diatom communities primarily
reflect environmental conditions (De Bie et al. 2012; Gottschalk & Kahlert 2012;
Schneider et al. 2012). Invertebrate community structures at the finest taxonomic
and genus levels were rather evenly driven by pure physical, chemical and spatial
variables. At the family level, pure chemical fraction explained over half of the
variation explained in invertebrate communities. Invertebrate community
structures have also been previously linked to a variety of physical or chemical
habitat features (Hering et al. 2006; Tolonen et al. 2001; Stoffels et al. 2005;
Donohue et al. 2009).
Interestingly, different water chemistry variables played roles in structuring the
communities of the three biological groups (paper IV). Bacterial community
structures at all taxonomic levels were mainly linked to various metallic and total
phosphorous concentrations derived from local water samples. The water chemistry
variables that were linked to diatoms were oxygen concentration, sulphur and
soluble total phosphorous, but the importance of these varied between taxonomic
levels. Invertebrate community structures at all taxonomic levels were associated
with inorganic suspended solids and oxygen concentration. Thus, the community
structures of the three biological groups were generally linked to rather different
chemical properties of water.
Overall, the results above are generally in line with earlier findings which have
suggested that different biological groups are related to different environmental
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variables or, alternatively, respond to them in different ways (Hering et al. 2006;
Johnson et al. 2006; Heino et al. 2009b; Marzin et al. 2012; Johnson & Angeler
2014). In the light of bioassessment, the use of information provided by multiple
biological groups is thus advisable (e.g. Heino 2010). This is because different
biological groups show different ecological patterns (see below).
In the metacommunity perspective, it seems to be rather clear that bacterial
communities were more results of efficient dispersal and species sorting compared
to the other two biological groups (Van der Gucht et al. 2007; see also Langenheder
& Székely 2011). A general conclusion regarding community structures of diatoms
is that mass effects likely overrode species sorting, and this was most apparent at
the family level. Diatoms are likely to be over-dispersed in this study system.
Invertebrate communities were most clearly associated with pure fractions of the
explanatory variable groups, further indicating that the drivers were partly different
than with the two groups of micro-organisms. What was common for the
community structures of all three biological groups was that they all showed spatial
patterns occurring at large and intermediate spatial scales. At this spatial context,
the importance of larger-scale spatial variables may indicate mass effects that reach
localities further away (cf. Fig. 3a). Only invertebrate communities showed spatial
patterns occurring at small spatial scales (cf. Fig. 3b). This may mean that being
larger organisms, invertebrates partly dispersed to closer localities only, while the
microscopic organisms dispersed more easily to sites further away. The high
connectivity of the study system certainly played a part in these findings. It is
possible that larger variability in environmental gradients would have weakened
the mass effects and strengthened species sorting especially in diatom, but also in
invertebrate communities (see also Heino et al. 2015a). Also, there is a possibility
that not all important environmental variables were measured, which is a risk
especially in terms of interpreting spatial patterns in response data. If unmeasured
variables (e.g. biotic interactions, physical disturbance) are spatially autocorrelated,
they can be erroneously covered by spatial variables (e.g. Dray et al. 2012). This
issue can be partly overcome if enough appropriate environmental variables are
used, which was likely to be the case in these studies.
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Fig. 7. Results of variation partitioning of bacterial, diatom and invertebrate community
structures based on lowest taxonomic (A), genus (B) and family (C) levels. The
explanatory powers of models are based on adjusted R2 values (paper IV).
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3.2.1 Within-taxon and cross-taxon congruence
Within-taxon and cross-taxon congruence of bacterial, diatom and invertebrate
communities were studied, and the results showed very clearly that the community
structures of the three biological groups had high levels of within-taxon congruence
at three taxonomic levels (paper IV). For bacteria, the congruence between the
finest and coarsest taxonomic levels was very high (r = 0.962, p = 0.001). For
diatoms and invertebrates, the congruence between these taxonomic levels was also
clear (r = 0.840, p = 0.001; r = 0.775, p = 0.001, respectively). These results are in
line with earlier findings of within-taxon congruence of diatoms and invertebrates
(Heino & Soininen 2007; Rimet & Bouchez 2012; Mueller et al. 2013). Although
it would usually be more cost-efficient to assign taxa to coarser taxonomic
resolutions, species-level information can be highly valuable (e.g. Bailey et al.
2001).
Cross-taxon congruencies between bacterial, diatom and invertebrate
communities were not very strong. From the different options, the clearest crosstaxon congruence was observed between diatoms and invertebrates at the lowest
possible taxonomic level (r = 0.333, p = 0.001). All other statistically significant
levels of congruence between the three groups at three taxonomic levels were
below that and, for most cases, non-existent. Significantly congruent, albeit rather
weak, patterns between various biological groups have been reported in earlier
studies (Johnson & Hering 2010; Padial et al. 2012; Özkan et al. 2014). In these
studies, the weak but congruent patterns were assumed to be a consequence of
species interactions. Similar to paper IV, many earlier studies have not found any
suitable and strong surrogate groups for freshwater organisms (Padial et al. 2012;
Tolonen et al. 2005; Heino 2010).
3.3

Multiple indices describing within-lake conditions

3.3.1 Taxon-specific and diversity indices based on diatoms
The taxon-specific diatom indices which were studied in paper II were variably
linked to chemical, physical and spatial variables (Fig. 8a). Only three of the indices
were linked to water chemistry. The only chemical variable included in models for
TDI and IPS was soluble total phosphorous, while models for ADMI included only
silicon concentrations from the whole set of chemical variables (paper II). TDI,
showing the clearest association with pure chemical conditions (i.e. soluble TP),
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performed best in relation to the primary target of this index as an indicator of
trophic state (Table 2). Also, noticeable shared fractions of chemical and spatial
variables explained variation in both TDI and IPS values, illustrating the role of
spatially-structured soluble TP concentrations. Pure spatial fractions explained
relatively large amounts of variation in both IPS and ADMI, but also in IDG. With
respect to the primary targets of these indices, it is perhaps safe to conclude that
ADMI, IDG, SID and TID completely failed to reach those targets. These indices,
originally developed for running waters, do not seem to work very well in the boreal
lake littorals studied in this thesis (but see Kahlert & Gottschalk 2014). These rather
negative results may be a consequence of the spatial context of the study system
(i.e. a comparatively small spatial extent with high connectivity among sites). Also,
the environmental gradients were perhaps not large enough for the indices to detect
environmental differences. Previous studies have offered evidence for (Hering et
al. 2006; Kahlert & Gottschalk 2014) and against (Kolada et al. 2016;
Gudmundsdottir et al. 2013) the success of diatom indices in describing
environmental conditions. Other studies also have suggested caution when
interpreting information provided by diatom indices (e.g. Besse-Lototskaya et al.
2011). Keeping in mind that, as shown earlier in this thesis, diatom communities in
the same study system showed signs of mass effects, it is not surprising that the
information these community-based indices provide is not straightforward. This is
again somewhat problematic for practical bioassessment (see also Heino 2013;
Friberg 2014; Siqueira et al. 2014).
General diversity indices based on diatom communities were also studied in
paper II. They were generally associated with pure and shared fractions formed by
spatial and physical variables (Fig. 8b). Thus, it seems that diversity of diatoms is
partly a consequence of wave action and slope of the locality. The selected spatial
variables illustrated mainly large-scale spatial relations among sites, possibly
suggesting the importance of mass effects reaching localities further away.
Similarly, mass effects have been suggested to be an important driver of
invertebrate diversity patterns in the same study system (Tolonen et al. 2017b).
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Fig. 8. Variations in taxon-specific (A), general diversity index (B) and TD index (C)
values based on diatom communities were varyingly related to chemical, physical and
spatial variables.
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The drivers of diatom diversity were further studied in paper III, using a
deconstructive approach. As was the case with the community-based diversity
indices, none of the diversity indices based on ecological guilds was very strongly
related to pure effects of water chemistry. Pure effects of physical variables were
clearly linked to SR and H of the low profile and motile guilds, while pure spatial
variables were associated with SR of all four guilds. After detailed inspections on
physical variables, it was observed that when slope increased, SR and H of the
motile guild decreased. The motile taxa are not tightly attached to the substratum
and thus they may be washed away from the shallow littoral zone by wave action
in steeply sloping bottoms. When observing the spatial patterns more thoroughly,
SR of the attached diatoms (i.e. the high profile and low profile species) exhibited
mainly small-scale spatial patterns within the lake system, whereas SR of the motile
and planktic guilds showed spatial patterns occurring at large and intermediate
spatial scales. This may imply that the degree of attachment or mobility of species
can affect the extent of dispersal and, finally, SR of the guilds. These ideas are
partly supported by earlier studies which have observed a higher distance decay
rate for periphytic than for phytoplanktic communities (Wetzel et al. 2012) and a
smaller effect of wind velocity on benthic than on phytoplanktic taxa (Rimet et al.
2015). Paper III also showed that grazer abundance was linked to some aspects of
diversity, but clear relationships between this type of biotic pressure and diversity
within guilds cannot be confirmed, owing perhaps to the relatively low abundances
of grazers (see also Lange et al. 2011).
TD indices based on diatom communities generally showed pure spatial
patterns (Fig. 8c). VarTD was one exception, showing linkages to spatially
structured water chemistry (i.e. TP). AvTD, on the other hand, could not be
explained by any of the explanatory variable groups. AvTD and VarTD are
discussed more thoroughly in the next chapter.
3.3.2 Taxonomic distinctness and species richness of multiple
biological groups
In paper V, AvTD and VarTD of diatom, invertebrate and macrophyte communities
were studied in relation to site-specific nutrient concentrations. The two TD indices
studied showed very different patterns in relation to TP and TN. AvTD of diatoms
was related to neither TP nor TN concentrations, while AvTD of macrophytes
showed a positive, albeit weak relationship with TP (Fig. 9). AvTD of invertebrates,
on the other hand, showed a negative relationship with nutrient concentrations.
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Furthermore, the randomization tests did not reveal any clear patterns in AvTD of
diatoms and macrophytes in relation to random occurrences in the species pool
(paper V). For invertebrates, however, the randomization test was able to associate
eutrophic sites with lower AvTD values.
All three biological groups showed rather clear and contingent signals between
VarTD and nutrient levels (Fig. 9). In each of the cases, VarTD increased with
increasing nutrient concentrations. This rather strong result is contradictory to the
original theory of a decreasing TD with increasing anthropogenic impact.
Consequently, the randomization tests partly separated nutrient-rich sites (paper V),
but in a way different from that originally suggested by Clarke and Warwick (1998).
The randomization tests flagged higher VarTD values than expected by chance for
eutrophic sites, but only for diatoms and invertebrates. Because calculation of
VarTD is strongly contingent on SR, no VarTD values were computed for
macrophyte communities in eutrophic sites because there was simply not enough
taxa present in those sites. The increase of TD with increasing nutrient levels has
also been observed in earlier studies (e.g. Leira et al. 2009).
The partly contrasting patterns between the two TD indices may be a result of
community complexity (Mouillot et al. 2005), indicating that AvTD and VarTD
represent different aspects of relatedness of species (Gallardo et al. 2011). Previous
studies have also shown that spatial processes (Bhat & Magurran 2006), catchment
area (Heino et al., 2007), habitat availability, physical structuring of sites (Leira et
al. 2009) and habitat types (Bevilacqua et al. 2011) can affect TD of aquatic
communities. Also, it is likely that the results of paper V would be different if the
nutrient gradients were larger. Perhaps paper V can be seen as a representative of a
situation where the eutrophication process is only in the beginning, at which point
nutrient enrichment is likely beneficial to overall biodiversity, in this case VarTD,
whereas biodiversity would likely decline with further increases in nutrients. In a
theoretical point-of-view, this could be linked to the intermediate disturbance
hypothesis (Connell 1978). It is also noteworthy that, although pondering spatial
patterns was not the aim in paper V, TD of all three biological groups was no doubt
partly affected by the spatial context and different spatial processes therein (see
also Bevilacqua et al. 2009).
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Fig. 9. Average taxonomic distinctness (AvTD) and variation in taxonomic distinctness
(VarTD) of diatom, macrophyte and invertebrate communities in relation to TN and TP
concentrations.

Also SR of the three organismal groups showed rather distinct patterns in relation
to nutrient concentrations (paper V). SR of diatoms was not related to either TP or
TN, whereas SR of macrophytes showed rather unimodal and negative
relationships to TN and TP, respectively. SR of invertebrates, on the other hand,
showed consistent, positive trends with increasing TP and TN levels. These
differences in diversity patterns of the three organismal groups in relation to simple
nutrient levels further indicate that different biological groups react differently to
changing environmental conditions. Consequently, SR and TD within each
biological group generally showed different patterns in relation to nutrient
concentrations. Although all of these indices describe biodiversity, the information
they give can be complementary (Heino et al. 2005).
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3.4

Relating findings to bioassessment

3.4.1 Spatial patterns and complexity
Acknowledging the spatial context is one way to better understand patterns in
biodiversity. Spatial extent, connectivity and environmental heterogeneity of the
system can all affect formation of biological communities (Fig. 10; Heino et al.
2015a). In a situation with relatively limited environmental gradients, small spatial
extent and high connectivity, the generally dominating metacommunity process
seems to be, rather logically, mass effects (Fig. 10). The importance of local
environmental conditions as the main structuring force of biological communities
is likely to increase when the environmental variability becomes higher with larger
study regions and/or lower levels of connectivity. The findings presented in this
thesis imply that biodiversity is not only dictated by environmental conditions but
also by spatial processes taking place at different spatial contexts. The effects of
the latter proved to be surprisingly strong in the spatial contexts studied here.
Biological response data used in this thesis showed spatial patterns at all
studied spatial extents and scales, ranging from neighboring-site patterns within a
lake to intermediate-scale isolation patterns across lakes to large-scale spatial
patterns across Finland. Although these findings are interesting, it is necessary to
remember that biodiversity is not only a consequence of dispersal processes and
environmental conditions, but also of stochastic colonisations, extinctions and
ecological drift (Vellend 2010; Vellend et al. 2014; Bahram et al. 2015). Various
types of disturbances can also have potentially strong impacts on biodiversity. For
instance, a severe storm or an exceptionally strong current can transport organisms
to new localities. It is reasonable to assume that all these aspects affect biodiversity,
which is strongly implied also by the relatively high level of unexplained variation
in the response metrics studied here. High levels of unexplained variation are
common for these types of studies (Beisner et al. 2006; Hájek et al. 2011; Souffreau
et al. 2015; Winegardner et al. 2015). Overall, the patterns and processes affecting
biodiversity are very complex and include the action of various different causal
processes (Lindenmayer et al. 2015).
The complexity of nature, accompanied with the findings of this thesis and
many other recent studies, implies that the general idea behind current
bioassessment methods is at least partly flawed (Friberg et al. 2011, Heino 2013,
Heino et al. 2015a). The biological community occupying a site is not only a
product of local environmental conditions, not even closely it seems. It is also
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shaped by various other processes (see above). The significance of environmental
conditions depends partly on the spatial characteristics of the study system. In the
metacommunity context, it seems that mass effects overrode species sorting in the
majority of the response metrics studied in this thesis. In the within-lake context,
this was observed for both micro- and macro-organisms.
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Fig. 10. A simplified picture of dominating metacommunity processes (ME, mass
effects; SS, species sorting; DL, dispersal limitation) at different spatial contexts (i.e.
spatial extent and connectivity) and along different environmental gradients. The blue
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color in the triangles denotes the predominance of a given metacommunity process.
Environmental heterogeneity, illustrated by the change of background color, increases
from a highly-connected system at a small spatial extent (similar light blue colors) to a
low-connected system at a large spatial extent (strong, rich colors).

3.4.2 Benefits from using multiple biological groups and indices
Different biological groups and indices were generally linked to different
environmental variables. The biological groups studied also showed only weak, if
any, congruent patterns in their community structures. These findings lend support
for using multiple biological groups for bioassessment purposes. Previous studies
have also emphasized the utility of various organismal groups (e.g. Johnson et al.
2006; Heino 2010). Of course the use of multiple metrics in bioassessment does
not erase the impact of processes other than species sorting, but at least the
information derived from the use of multiple metrics is likely to be more holistic.
In addition, it is rather problematic to use only the “worst” information indicated
by a biological group and make management decisions based on this “one out, all
out” principle (e.g. Prato et al. 2014). It is possible that the overall ecological
condition is not that bad, owing to the following reasons: different biological
groups may respond to different factors and the “worst” biological group does not
represent the general state, or high dispersal rates (or limited dispersal) have
produced a community that indicates “falsely” about the ecological state. These
problems accumulate if only one group of organisms is used as the indicator of
ecological state. Indices based on single organismal groups may also show distinct
signals of ecological conditions or biodiversity value (paper II; Tolonen et al.
2017b). Although it would be tempting to take the information provided by an
index as it is, the information should be treated with some caution (see also BesseLototskaya et al. 2011).
3.4.3 Ideas for the future
Acknowledging the spatial context
First, the use of multiple biological groups and indices is recommended to enhance
the reliability of bioassessment. Second, in order to make reliable deductions based
on the information provided by the biological groups and indices studied, the spatial
context of the study system needs to be acknowledged. At the very least, this can
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be achieved by understanding and accepting the fact that local environmental
conditions are not the sole determinants of biological community compositions.
Spatial processes and random events may play large roles in community structuring.
These processes can be so complex that only seldom it is possible to explain high
amounts of variation in biodiversity metrics. There is probably no easy way to
directly account for these challenges in a methodological point of view, but at least
understanding these phenomena is of importance. One way to perhaps encounter a
part of the problem could be to collect biological data from multiple sampling sites
within an area of interest (e.g. a single lake or a river) or increase the sampling
effort per site. That way, it is more likely that the biological communities sampled
could include a comparatively larger amount of taxa that really are living in their
preferred habitat conditions and thus act as more reliable ecological indicators.
These actions are however probably unlikely to happen because increasing the
amount of biological sampling would also increase the expenses. Another option
could be to remove the spatial patterns shown by the biodiversity metrics and work
with the remaining part of the data, but it is easier said than done. Overall, these
ideas deserve attention in future biodiversity research. Nevertheless, the traditional
principle behind current bioassessment methods (i.e. environmental selection)
should be replaced with a more realistic picture of how biodiversity is affected by
both natural and anthropogenic factors. For example, the European WFD
(European Commission, 2000) is a widely-used framework for assessing ecological
state of fresh waters. For these kinds of schemes to produce more reliable results,
the methods and interpretations should be refined in a way that accounts for
dispersal processes and the overall spatial contexts for biodiversity in the assessed
waterbodies.
Applying new methods
Although the index describing ecological uniqueness does not belong to the same
group as the more traditional indices that have been used for bioassessment, it
certainly can offer some valuable information on different aspects of biodiversity.
For example, LCBD clearly points out the sites that harbor a comparatively greater
or lower ecological uniqueness in a region. For instance, as found in this thesis,
isolated lakes and lakes with small catchment areas appeared to be ecologically
most unique, according to diatom communities. This makes sense in relation to
dispersal processes, as these localities are more difficult to disperse to, and mixing
of taxa occurs thus more rarely. Overall, LCBD can point out individual localities
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that are unique in their species composition. These ideas are very relevant to nature
conservation. Also, LCBD patterns in streams and lakes were partly driven by
different factors, thus indicating that these freshwater ecosystems deserve separate
attention when assessing biodiversity. Detecting ecologically unique sites based on
other organismal groups as well could be highly useful for conservation purposes
(Legendre & de Cáceres 2013). However, calculation of LCBD requires a data set
that is harmonized as well as possible.
Although bacteria, as an indicator group, are not (yet) commonly used in
bioassessment, bacterial communities in this thesis were found to best vary
according to local environmental conditions. This is quite promising, because the
study system was relatively challenging owing to the high connectivity, small
spatial extent, and rather limited environmental gradients. Other research has also
shown that bacteria can be useful indicators of environmental conditions (e.g. Lear
et al. 2011). In addition to improvement of cost-efficiency of DNA sequencing, the
use of bacteria as indicators may require additional methodological knowledge as
well. For instance, regarding the study presented in paper IV, enough bacterial DNA
could be extracted from only 36 sites although 81 sites were similarly sampled.
Taking larger samples at this originally oligotrophic lake system could have
perhaps partly helped overcome this issue. One step further from analyzing distinct
biological groups separately is to analyze the overall environmental DNA (e.g.
Thomsen & Willerslev 2015). This way, the overall biodiversity could be analyzed
at the same time and a holistic picture of the ecosystem structure could be achieved
(e.g. Deiner et al. 2016). But, as shown in this thesis, the same complex processes
and random events which affect community data derived from morphological
identifications also affect those derived from DNA-based data.
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4

Conclusions

Efficient monitoring and assessment of biodiversity requires reliable methods. The
majority of the metrics studied in this thesis showed pure spatial patterns, also
indicating a lower effect of environmental conditions on biological communities
than previously assumed. Thus, there seems to be a clear need for changing the
background idea of bioassessment and refining the methods used towards a more
realistic understanding of community structures and indicator values. Based on the
findings of this thesis, it is easy to conclude that processes other than species sorting
should be better acknowledged in bioassessment either when developing new
methods or interpreting results based on the current ones. Without taking multiple
approaches, various biological groups and indices, and spatial contexts into account,
practical bioassessment and biomonitoring may fall short and will not provide exact
enough information of anthropogenic effects on freshwater ecosystems and
biodiversity therein. Furthermore, in addition to the more traditional approaches, it
would be worthy to use new types of indices (e.g. ecological uniqueness) and
methods (e.g. DNA-based approaches) in assessing biodiversity patterns in the
future.
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